ASMG Italia Consultancy - All the vital assistance for individuals,
companies or dealers that require independent services for
vehicle related matters to purchase with confidence from Italy.

Pre-Purchase Inspection service provides a detailed report and quality
photographs covering documentation, ownership, body, mechanics and
electrics for that added peace of mind.

Vehicle Purchase Support & Management is an involved activity that
includes the negotiation for sale, all seller communications, the sales contract
agreement documentation as required or dealer contracts amended as
necessary, follow through the process in detail to ensure there are no
irregularities whilst keeping you routinely informed of progress.

Bringing classic vehicles instructed for sale to your attention.
1961 Alfa Romeo Giulietta Sprint Speciale - Italian origin, now in UK.

It's Project Time...
...Land Rover 90's head into the workshop.
This ex-Forest Rangers car will become a Black Beauty with an air
conditioning option whilst the blue car is just in and ideal for the US market.

Classic Car Show, NEC, UK.
De Tomaso Owners Club flying the flag of Red, White and Green for the Italian
origins. De Tomaso Mangusta and Pantera tantalising visitors.

Motorsport
Whilst the recent Adriatic Adventure took ASMG Italia on a Trieste loop the
'long way round' through stunning scenery and roads of the Western Balkans
with a vast selection of classic cars brands and models getting stuck in;
thoughts now go to final preparation for the New Zealand Classic event in the
new year that will traverse both north and south islands covering 7000kms and
3 weeks worth of support for the classic crews with a tank full of adventure for
good measure.

Spotted. Do it Yourself - one way into 'classic' car ownership - Lancia Stratos.

The Services
Travelling the length and breadth of Italy to bring you the following services:














Pre-Purchase Inspection
Acquisition Negotiation
Purchase Contracts
Documentation Validation
Italian Communications
Import & Export Assistance
Project Management
Classic Rally Support
Engineering Facilities
Parts, Logistics & Shipping
Collection Management
Vehicles for Purchase
Vehicle locator / Re-locator

Fee Structure - To make vehicle purchase in Italy a practical and financial
reality for you, the serious buyer, the services provided by ASMG Italia are
supported by a sensible fee structure in place which is capped to assist all
budgets.

